
 *The information on this handout is subject to change at any time. Please review the award page and 
nomination form for the most current award information/requirements. All nominations must be submitted 
electronically through Qualtrics. 

Flyfisher's Club of Oregon Graduate Scholarship 
Nomination Form Overview 2019-2020 

 
The purpose of the Flyfisher's Club of Oregon Graduate Scholarship is to provide support for 

graduate students pursuing a course of study involving any one of the endemic wild stocks of fish 
within watersheds of the State of Oregon. The award is provided through a generous annual 

donation by the Flyfisher Foundation. 
 
In the online nomination form, be prepared to provide the following information: 

 
1. Is the nominee a graduate student in a graduate degree-seeking program in one of 

the following colleges OR has the student submitted an application for graduate 
admission and is considered regularly admissible in one of the following colleges*:  

a. College of Agricultural Sciences; College of Forestry; College of Earth, 
Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences;*Nominations from relevant 
interdisciplinary programs will also be considered. 

2. Is the nominee pursuing a course of study involving any of the endemic wild stocks 
of fish within watersheds of the state of Oregon?  

3. First name of the nominee 
4. Last name of the nominee 
5. OSU ID of the nominee (ex. 111222333, do not include dashes) 
6. Nominee email address 
7. Nominee degree type 
8. Nominee college 
9. Nominee program 
10. Your first name 
11. Your last name 
12. Your email 
13. Your title 
14. Award contact first name (this person will be responsible for distributing the award letter 

to the student) 
15. Award contact last name 
16. Award contact email 
17.  Nomination Materials - Nominators will be required to prepare the following materials 

as one PDF document and upload it below: 
a. Statement from the student describing their academic and professional goals and 

direction as they relate to their chosen field 
b. Letter from student's major professor or unit chair/head describing the academic 

merit of the student, anticipated degree completion, the relevance of the student’s 
research focus in relation to the scholarship eligibility criteria, and the student’s 
academic and professional strengths that point to the student’s promise for the 
future in their chosen field   

c. Two additional letters of recommendation 
d. A copy of the student’s résumé or curriculum vitae 
e. Copies of transcripts of all prior academic work must accompany the nomination. 


